Looking to rent
out your property?

The rental agency of Rotterdam

Ben Housing

The rental agency of Rotterdam
Ben Housing is the rental specialist in Rotterdam and its
surroundings and rents out residential property in all price
classes, from room to villa, in unfurnished, semi-furnished
and fully furnished state. Our tenants are expats/companies,

families, starters, working persons and national and international
students. Ben Housing lets out property for private landlords,
property investors and housing associations. In short, we are
all-round and can find you the right tenant in no time!

Your benefits as a landlord:
Full-service property firm since 2006; Ben lets out, Ben
manages, Ben prepares properties for letting and sale,
Ben buys and sells property investments.

Good tenants thanks to a thorough background-check
Your property quickly let out; 90% of the properties is let
out within 5 days!

Expert advice on preparing your properties for letting,
based on many years’ experience.

Close cooperation with international organisations.

Flexible solution that is in line with your needs

Our goal: no vacancies for our landlords!

Our services
Each landlord requires a different service and approach, which
is why we offer a flexible solution in two different packages
that are in line with your wishes and needs. . Landlords and
investors who want a full-service solution for the letting and

administration of their investment opt for the BenXL package.
If you opt for the Ben Housing package, you will be ensured of a
hands-on service and a quick and smooth letting process.

Package: BenXL

Services:

BenXL is a sister company of Ben Housing and focuses on
investors who want to be completely unburdened in the rental
process. In addition to professionally recording the property
and advertising it in the correct manner on various platforms,
there are additional activities that we take care of for you >

The property will be measured, inspected, and photographed
professionally by our photographer

Our offer:

The property is presented on the website of Ben Housing,
BenXL, Pararius and FUNDA

We charge a fee of 10% on the annual rent excluding VAT
at 21%.

Professional videos and a floor plan are made of the house

Presentation of a house on Social Media through a
customized campaign (LinkedIn, Facebook & Instagram)
Viewing of the home with thoroughly screened candidates,
physical introduction possible
Drafting of the rental agreement and security agreement
according to the General Provisions
Collection of the first payment (deposit and rent) and
forwarding it to the landlord

*example photos from our photographer

Drafting of check-in and check-out report including photo
report

Package: Ben Housing

Services:

If you want a less extensive service, then choose the Ben
Housing package. Ben Housing rents to expats, young
professionals, (international) students and families.
Our clients consist of real estate investors, housing
associations and private home owners. In addition to the fact
that Ben Housing has a lot of knowledge and experience
in-house after 16 years, Ben Housing is strongly
represented on the internet and social media.

Measuring and photographs of the property

Our offer:

Screening of potential candidates

We charge a fee of 8% on the annual rent excluding VAT at
21%.

Advertising of the property on our own website and the
Pararius rental platform
Viewing of the property

Proposal of candidate by email for approval

Drafting of the rental agreement and contract of suretyship
according to the General Conditions
Collection of the first payment (deposit and rent) and transfer
thereof to the landlord
Organisation of the check-in and drafting of the inspection
report

Seperate single services
If you want to rent out your home completely independently,
but do want to have it professionally captured on photo and
filmthen you can use our separate media service.This service
can be purchased separately for € 395 ex. 21% VAT.

Professional photography of the property
Professional video of the property
Detailed floorplan of the property

Comparison
Service

Ben XL

Ben Housing

Property measurement

•

•

Viewing of the property

•

•

Screening of candidates

•

•

Proposal of candidate by email

•

•

Introduction to the candidate

•

Drafting of rental agreement and contract of suretyship

•

•

Collection of first payment and deposit and transfer to landlord

•

•

Performance of check-ins + inspection report

•

•

Performance of check-outs

•

Photography

By professional photographer

Video presentation

•

Floor plan

•

Advertising the property on our own website + social media

•

Advertising of the property on Pararius

•

Advertising of the property on Funda

•

Sharing of the property in expat and company network

•

By agent

•

Customer story: de Jong family
The de Jong family has been renting out homes through Ben Housing
since 2017. At the moment they have 8 objects spread throughout Rot-

“Where do you start as a real estate investor without really knowing the market

terdam. Of course, this didn’t happen overnight. Getting there was more

and the rules of the game, not knowing what is going on, not having the right

difficult than they thought. How has Ben Housing been able to help them

contacts and not knowing the right channels? Then you really miss a specialist.

successfully rent out their homes and build knowledge and a network?

We found that specialism at Ben Housing and with their help, knowledge and
experience we were able to easily buy and rent the first property. They were

Mister de Jong started in 2007, after working for years at a medium-sized

also able to legally guide us through the web of all rules and laws and convert

accountancy firm, as an independent entrepreneur. “I was no longer happy

that into practical information that we, as a landlord, could act upon, also during

and had a strong need for human contact. Ultimately, that is what it is all about

subsequent purchases and leases. ”

for me when providing personal financial advice. After a number of years as a
self-employed person, I began to wonder more and more how I would arrange

They now rent out 8 properties spread throughout Rotterdam. The management

my pension, what the options were and what would offer security and an

of these homes has been outsourced to Ben Vastgoedbeheer. “Because our

attractive return?”

buildings are always rented out quickly, we have been able to expand steadily in
recent years.” This speed is partly due to the good interaction between us and

“Where do you start as a real estate investor
without really knowing the market and the rules of
the game, not knowing what is going on and not
having the right contacts?”

Ben Housing and the various departments at Ben Housing itself. After a pleasant
consultation, sharp rental advice is given in line with the market. We are also
happy with a partner such as Ben Housing for determining the right rental price.
Not only can they give a realistic price because of their market knowledge, we
as a landlord also maintain a business distance from our tenants and we avoid
having to negotiate with a tenant about the rent of our home. Clear boundaries
and guidelines can also be set for the tenant without us personally feeling

Through a relationship they came into contact with Ben Housing and they

uncomfortable about this ”

started to learn more about the rental of houses and the purchase of real estate.
“Independent as we are, we first tried to do this without the help of a broker.
However, we soon came home from a rude awakening. With the purchase of our
first property, we encountered the problem that we could not intervene, were
immediately outbid or that a property was already forgiven immediately after
placement. Other issues also haunted our heads: How do we find a good tenant? How do we take care of the management of our homes? Is that something
for us? The answer was No! ”

“Ultimately, tenants make use
of our property, our pension ”

Finding that tenant is also more difficult than it seems. “Ultimately, tenants use
our property. Of course that is a direct result of renting out our house, but it is
still nice that we can work with a party that has built up so much experience

“By taking good care of a property, the neighborhood
and therefore the property will maintain its value”

and human knowledge over the years that we are almost 100% sure that we
have good tenants. They carry out thorough credit checks and screenings and

Because living pleasure is of paramount importance to the de Jong family. “We

impose solid conditions on the candidates. The result for us is that in the past

try to rent out the houses in the best possible condition. We maintain it well,

4 years, apart from one late payment, there have been no problems with the

make it future-proof, energy-efficient and ask a fair price for it. For this we set

timely collection of the rent”

aside part of the rent, so that there is always financial space. By taking good
care of our buildings, the neighborhood and thus the house retains its 5value.

“By outsourcing the property-management, we keep
actually only more feeling with our properties ”

That is a lot more fun for the tenant and a lot less stressful for us in the long
term.
“That gives us satisfaction. And yes, sometimes it is difficult, sometimes it is
hassle, sometimes the pressure is high because the importance is great, but

Even after the rental of the house, Ben Housing tries to assist its clients with

you have to be able to really enjoy it. Ben Housing helps with this, by providing

answering questions or legal advice. “Communication with Ben is smooth;

us with expert (legal) advice and by unburdening them, they bring back the “Fun

we are helped quickly and pleasantly, but they are always realistic about the

factor” in renting. And even though we are not Ben Housing’s largest customer

possibilities. Because we outsource the management of our properties to Ben

with 8 buildings, we receive full attention and therefore feel that we are central

Vastgoedbeheer, we also have a lot of contact after the rental. It is nice that we

as a customer. We therefore hope to be able to continue to rent out and manage

have been assigned one permanent contact person. This contact person knows

our homes through Ben Housing. With the advice they give and the knowledge

well what is going on in our buildings and can also play an advisory role in this.”

they share, we grow as real estate investors; now people can even approach
us for advice. This guidance, together with the stability and tranquility that Ben

“By outsourcing management, we actually only keep more feeling with our
properties. we receive clear rental statements every month, which gives us a
good insight into the financial status and vacancy of our buildings. Because
everything is carefully recorded and reported, the check-ins and check-outs are
carried out thoroughly and we have the option to have interim inspections carried out, we are alerted to emerging problems that we can address immediately
without further escalation. Not only nice to keep the costs low and therefore the
return high, but also nice for the living enjoyment of the tenant.”

Housing and Ben Vastgoedbeheer offer us, is decisive for us as landlords.

Ben Vastgoedbeheer
Ben Vastgoedbeheer is also a sister company of Ben Housing
and an expert in the technical and financial management of
property portfolios.
Ben Vastgoedbeheer uses the property administration system
Bloxs, thanks to which we provide you with proper information
on the technical and financial management of your portfolio.

Technical management

Financial management
Collection of the rent in the bank account of Stichting
Derdengelden Ben Housing
Monthly statement of the rent to be collected and the rent
actually collected
Full insight into the financial status of your property

Demands for payment when tenants do not comply with their
obligations

Receiving and processing notifications of technical issues

Advice on annual rent increase letters, including drafting and
sending them

Follow-up on notifications of technical issues and further
communication with the tenant

Advice regarding the settlement of advance payments

Execution and inspection of work in connection with
notifications of technical issues (through photo & video)
Registration of all notifications in our property system

Presence at change of tenant with digital inspection report

Possibility of performing interim inspections

Interim inspections (additional)
For the performance of interim inspections, including a photo
report, we charge a fixed amount of €195.00 excluding VAT at
21% per report.
We visit and inspect the properties thoroughly and alert the
landlord in the event of technical defects or issues that are
not in line with the agreements set out in the rental agreement.

Our offer:
For the technical and financial administration, we charge 8% of the monthly rental value excluding VAT at 21%.

Cooperation with DVDW

Contact and information

For many years now, Ben Housing has been cooperating with
the property team of the renowned law firm DVDW. When legal
matters get complex, this firm can be engaged at your request.

Team Ben Housing
T: +31 10 2040661 (Monday through Friday from 10 to 12)
E: info@benhousing.nl
For general information, please refer to our websites
www.benhousing.nl en www.benxl.nl.

Property management system Bloxs
Ben Vastgoedbeheer uses property management system Bloxs,
especially designed for both small and large property owners
who want to keep track of their property portfolio at all times.

Follow us on Social Media:

The rental agency of Rotterdam

